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Hilton Lafayette

Towering over the Vermilion River, the Hilton Lafayette offers a peaceful sight and quality service. The 
largest hotel in the city has also positioned itself as the number one hotel in the area. It is easily accessible to 
visitors coming from the airport, Interstate 10 and Interstate 49. The Hilton Lafayette has 327 guest rooms, 8 
suites and 22,000 sq. ft. of flexible meeting space to accommodate events from interviews for 2 people up to 
meetings for 1,200 people. 

Located off our main lobby, Alexander's is as far as you will need to go to experience the award winning 
taste of excellent Cajun cuisine. Stuffed po'boys and tantalizing salads and wraps are signature items of our 
menu, complimented by gumbo, tasty shrimp cocktail and many other regional seafood favorites. A full 
American breakfast buffet is available daily followed by our lunch offering à la carte menu items. You may 
also enjoy a quiet dinner with a full array of cocktails and wines.

Room Service is also available for those who want to enjoy our local Cajun favorites in the 
privacy of their guest room or a nice quiet morning with breakfast in bed.

For a more lively dinner atmosphere, Maximilian's Lounge offers a full dinner menu from 5PM 
to 11PM including Cajun egg rolls, crawfish pies, and our famous half pound hamburgers 
cooked to your preference. Also enjoy a wide selection of beer, wine, and specialty drinks such as martinis 
and margaritas.

There is always music at Hilton Lafayette's on-site lounge. On Wednesday evenings join the local Lafayette 
crowd as you dance to favorites from the 50s and 60s reminiscing to your favorite oldies. Every Saturday 
night is Latin Night, Lafayette's best kept secret and premier weekend party. Dance the tango, salsa, and the 
cha-cha all night long. While at the lounge you may also take part in a competitive game of pool or watch 
your favorite team win.

Comfort, style, and value are hallmarks of Hilton Lafayette's premier accommodations. Rich 
mahogany furniture including a writing desk with an ergonomic chair provides an elegant 
atmosphere. Each guest room features the Hilton Serenity Collection™ to snuggle into after a 
long day. You’ll enjoy our flat screen TV offering 99 channels, 22 of which are HD and 
include  HBO®, CNN®, FOX® and ESPN® to name a few. Complimentary Internet allows 
you to keep in touch with the office or loved ones. 

Treat yourself to an upgraded as you enjoy our key accessed Executive Level. Start your day off with a 
plentiful breakfast and relax in the evening with hors d'oeuvres and honor bar as you glance across the 
skyline from the top floors of our glass enclosed hotel.  Here, you’ll find everything you need for a luxurious 
stay.



Your stay can also be enhanced by taking advantage of our:
 

Complimentary wireless Internet access in our guest room, lobby, Alexander’s or Maximilian’s to 
keep in touch with loved ones or the office
Outdoor pool with an 1,000 square foot  deck to enjoy the Louisiana sunshine and relax
24 hour state of the art fitness center to relieve stress after a long day
Complimentary shuttle service to the airport and surrounding areas

At Hilton Lafayette charming Southern hospitality and unsurpassed Hilton service await you. Call today. 
 

 


